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SAM 600 of Australia Newsletter, Issue # 128

January - March, 2014.

Above: Kevin Fryer receiving 3rd place Roy Robertson

trophy from P&DARCS member Ernie Hancock.
Left: Ernie Hancock presents Robert Taylor the Roy
Robertson Trophy for 2014. Congratulations Robert.
Below: Duration Winners at the recent MAAA Nats L
to R: Kevin Fryer/Cumulus 3rd, Jim Rae/Lion Cub 1st
and Steve Gullock/Playboy 2nd. Photo from Don Grant.

3rd & 4th May - MONARTO - S.A. & VIC State Champs, Saturday - ½A Texaco, Burford, Texaco
Sunday - Duration, ‘38 Antique.
17th-18th May COHUNA, Saturday - 1/2A Texaco, Burford /Electric Coota, Duration.
Sunday - Texaco, Climb & Glide & ‘38 Antique.

Annual General Meeting - Cohuna - 9am - 14th September, 2014.
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“The Thermaleer” is the official newsletter of SAM 600 of Australia, Victorian R/C Old Timers Association (SAM600) Inc .

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE:
Hi everybody, hope all went well for
Christmas and New Year.
The MAAA Nationals were successful,
all events were run and won on the
days appointed.
Weather was a tad unlikeable because
of wind. A few models disappeared
but were found a few kilometres
away.
Roy rob was successful with a result.
Good on you Rob Taylor - 4th time!
Wind has not been good for other
comps in Victoria, but onwards and
upwards when we can.
Steve Gullock.
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ROY ROBINSON Trophy 2014
Contest Report from Brian Laughton.

Here we go again, another contest year started at the beautiful P & DARCS flying field in Pakenham.
Sunday dawned magnificent with very light wind and a mild to warm day ahead of us. When I arrived at least half of
the contestants were there early, ready for combat.
We got started just after 10AM with Texaco. Not a good event for human injures, Graeme Gulbin from Ballarat accidentally put his hand in the prop when preparing for his first flight and cut it badly needing to go to hospital and
have 7 stitches. Not a good start to Graeme’s day. About the same time I was removing the ignition leads from my
model and managed to chop up a fair bit of my forearm with the prop, not as deep as Graeme’s but messy just the
same. Lucky for me the medics at the field managed to stop the bleeding and bandage it up allowing me to continue
flying in Texaco and to go on and win this event with my Bomber with Rob Taylor flying his Cumulus into 2 nd place and
Kevin Fryer also flying a Cumulus into 3rd place.
P & DARCS put on their normal lunch for us. It’s a toss up between Cohuna, Ballarat and P & DARCS as to who makes
the best hamburgers. They were terrific!!
After lunch we would all have liked to have a sleep, but we couldn't, as we had a duration contest to fly and this
looked like being very competitive with all the Grande Prix fliers lining up to start.
Away they went and the sky was full of very fast climbing models. Unfortunately, there was two types of air up
there, some got it, others missed out and fell like stones, but there was still 6 in the flyoff. Rob Taylor came in 1st
with his ever reliable Cumulus, Lyn Clifford came in a close 2nd with his Lanzo Racer and Brian Stebbing all the way
from Adelaide came in 3rd with his Stardust.
The overall Roy Robinson trophy winner was the ever reliable Rob Taylor taking out his 4 th Roy Rob, congratulations
Robert.
All in all it was a magnificent day with no major model casualties. I think we all went home very tired but very
pleased with a good days flying behind us.
Again our thanks go to P & DARCS club for their ongoing support for our branch of the hobby we all love.

Above: Ian Robinson with his Playboy at

the Roy Robinson Trophy.

Lyn Clifford’s Lanzo Racer
off on another flight.
Above Right:

Right: Texaco winners L to R Kevin Fryer

with his Cumulus/OK 60 ignition,, Brian
Laughton with his Bomber/OS 60 FS and
Robert Taylor with his Cumulus/OS 61 FS.
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Right: Peter Harrison’s

Powerhouse/Saito 65 on
the assembly line.
Below: Robert Taylor’s
Cumulus/YS63 landing in
the Duration event which
he won.
Right Middle: Ernie
Hancock of P&DACS presenting Brian Laughton
with his 1st Place trophy
for the Roy Robertson
Texaco event. They were
schoolboys together and
even then were aeromodellers!

Left Middle: Brian Stebbing from S.A. receiving his 3rd Place trophy

in Duration with his Stardust/Dubjet 35 model.
Above: Lynn Clifford receives his trophy for 2nd Place in Duration
with his Lanzo Racer/YS63.
Left: Kevin Fryer receives his trophy for Fred Stebbing Champ of
Champs 2013 from SAM600 President Steve Gullock.
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Results - Roy Robinson Trophy 2014
TEXACO
Name

Model

Engine

Sec/cc

Rd 1

Rd 2

Rd 3

Rd 4

F/Off

Total

1

B Laughton

Bomber

O S 60

15

600

600

600

1894

3694

2

R Taylor

Cumulus

O S61

28

600

600

600

1807

3607

3

K Fryer

Cumulus

O K 60 IGN

24

600

600

600

1705

3505

4

B Dowie

Bomber

O S 60

15

600

600

600

704

2504

5

L Clifford

Racer

Enya 60

18

600

600

600

678

2478

6

S Gullock

Bomber

Enya 53

15

600

L/O

600

599

2399

7

B Stebbing

Rambler

O S 40 Diesel

8

600

600

600

548

2348

8

D Grant

Bomber

Enya 53

15

172

600

456

9

P Keely

Bomber

O S 52

12

600

600

10

G Mitchell

Bomber

T S Diesel

10

256

423

11

G Gulbin

Bomber

Enya 46

15

600

1228
1200

202

1081
injured

DURATION
Name

Model

Engine

CC/sec

Rd 1

Rd 2

Rd 3

Rd 4

F/Off

Total

Cumulus

Y S 63

28

420

420

265

420

1007

2267

1

R Taylor

2

L Clifford

Racer

Y S 63

28

420

420

420

899

2159

3

B Stebbing

Stardust

Dubjet 35

25

420

420

420

549

1809

4

I Robinson

Playboy

Saito 65

32

420

420

340

431

1691

5

S Gullock

Playboy

Saito 56

32

420

420

420

407

1667

6

B Laughton

Playboy

T T 36

25

420

420

420

L/O

1260

7

K Ally

Playboy

O S 40

25

407

420

289

8

G Mitchell

Playboy

A S P 61

32

240

420

176

200

860

9

B Dowie

Playboy

O S 40

25

420

420

L/O

L/O

840

10

K Fryer

Cumulus

McCoy 60 ign

40

O/R

420

L/O

390

810

11

P Harrison

Powerhouse

Saito 65

32

145

115

135

195

475

12

D Grant

Playboy

Y S 53

28

420

420

1116

420

Results - Roy Robinson Trophy 2014 - Electric
TEXACO Electric
Name
1

G Ryan

Model

Motor

Bat.All

Cumulus

Rd 1

Rd 2

Rd 3

Rd 4

600

600

180

600

Rd 1

Rd 2

Rd 3

Rd 4

420

420

420

F/O

Total
1800

DURATION Electric
Name
1

G Ryan

Model
Cumulus

Motor

M/Run

F/O

Total
1260
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PDF plan available from: http://www.outerzone.co.uk/download_this_plan.asp?ID=2771
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Results of Oldtimer Events at Wangaratta
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Top: Flight line at the MAAA Nats. The shade umbrellas were most appreciated..
Left: Lyn Clifford and Pat Keely competing in ½A Texaco. Above: Brian Stebbing
receives his award from CD Steve Gullock. Below Left: Contemplating what could
have been - LtoR Brian Dowie, Basil Healy and Brian Stebbing. Below: Who’s the

winner - competitors eagerly await the scores from scorekeeper Geoff Potter.
Photos from Don Grant and May Smith.
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February 16th 2014

Report from Brian Laughton.

I was alerted by Kevin Fryer about midweek that the forecast for Sunday 16th February didn't look too good. I then sent an
email to all members asking their opinion and it was unanimous that if the forecast was correct they would not attend. We
watched the forecast every day and it did not change so on Saturday we decided to cancel.
Come Sunday in Melbourne it was calm early but up came the wind about 11am. We didn't know what it was doing in Bendigo but
we were holding our breath that it was windy and we hadn't made another mistake.
That evening I received an email from Alan Uren of Bendigo stating that the wind reading taken 4 times during Sunday was average 22-24 kph each time with gusts to 44 kph and he stated that “I certainly would not have flown in those conditions”, so I felt
that we had all made the right decision, and I could breath easy. as we didn't want a repeat of last years November Cohuna and
Haddon comps where we sat for 3 days doing nothing. So let’s keep our fingers crossed for better weather for the future comps.

Letters Received.
Re: Add SAM600’s calendar to your Smartphone or Tablet From Laurie Baldwin
Hi Laurie,
I just had to tell you that your calendar instructions in the Thermaleer for my smart phone were very clear! and it worked on my
iPhone!!
I’ve started using Google Calendar and it syncs to my iPhone (both ways), but unfortunately the SAM dates on my iPhone don’t
transfer to Google Calendar.
Do you know what the URL is in ical format ? (I tried pasting http://goo.gl/yeeEYM - but it didn’t work).
I’m sharing my Google Calendar with our two girls so that we can see each others calendars, so it would be great if I could automatically include the SAM dates on it.
Our girls do have an ulterior motive for checking my calendar – babysitting, ha ha.
Kind regards Marj (Dowie)

marjdowie@hotmail.com

STORMBIRD From 1944 by Nils-Ake Johansson of Sweden
PDF Plan: http://www.outerzone.co.uk/download_this_plan.asp?ID=2107
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HADDON COMP 15TH-16TH MARCH 2014
CANCELLED, Flown as a postal comp
Report from Brian Laughton.

Weather forecast for this comp was dreadful so, at the suggestion of
President Steve Gullock, it was decided to make this a postal competition
and this decision was circulated to all members.
This meant we could all fly at our own clubs between Wednesday 12 th
March and Sunday 16th March and the results sent to a central point for
collating.
I can't speak for the other country members but we have four members
in the metro area that fly comps, and three of us decided we would fly
together at the SWAMPS field in Lang Lang on Friday 14 th March. The
fourth member unfortunately had to work .
We arrived at 10 am to a perfect day with very little wind, lots of thermals but also lots of downs. An example was Kevin Fryer’s first flight in
Burford was 6.13 his second flight was 27.02 so there was lots of both.
We were kept busy all day and eventually went home at 6 pm, all of us
completely pooped but very happy that we had had a lovely day.
I believe the Ballarat boys had similar weather.

1/2A Texaco
1.
2.
3.
4.

B Stebbing
D Grant
B Laughton
K Fryer

5. L Clifford

Results

Burford

943
858
711
486
357

Duration
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

G Jenkinson
B Stebbing
G Gulbin
B Laughton
K Fryer
D Grant
S Gullock

‘38 Antique

1. K Fryer
2. B Laughton

1354
1128
953
887
647
643
627

1.
2.
3.
4.

K Fryer
D Grant
B Laughton
B Stebbing

Texaco

1. G Gulbin
1552
2. B Laughton
1433
3. K Fryer
816
4. D Grant
797
5. M Heap
680
6, G Jenkinson
679
7. S Gullock
608
½A Electric Texaco
1. S Gullock

992
838

1622
1352
1093
824

1305

Electric Texaco
1. R Mitchell

800

The Cohuna boys left their flying to the weekend because of work and I believe they ran into pretty ordinary weather conditions.
The reason Steve suggested a postal competition was because of the previous three out of four comps were not flyable and after
all we build the models to compete and having comps cancelled is most demoralizing. So, at least this way, we did get a chance to
fly and compete.

Brian Laughtons’s ½A Texaco Albatross.

Don Grant about to fly ½A Texaco.

Kevin Fry’s Cumulus

Steve Gullock preparing to start his Bomber assisted by Brad
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OLD TIMER GLIDER
By Brian Laughton

The old time glider event has been reintroduced to the Canowindra Championships at Easter at the encouragement of one of the
gentlemen of our hobby Grant Manwaring of Canberra.
This got me thinking that I would like to participate and thinking
back to when I started aeromodelling in 1949 the most beautiful
model I could remember was an Aeromodeller plan published in
1946 called the Fillons Champion.
So I decided I would try to build one for the 2014 Easter
champs at Canowindra. I checked all the normal plan sources
with no success. I then emailed some SAM chapters around the
world and received an answer from Ted Horne of the U K who
has built three of them. He had a plan but it was well worn and I
didn't want to damage his plan.
I then heard on the grapevine that there may be one in Melbourne and I chased it down to Don Boughton's cousin Geoff. It
was a very old, falling apart plan, but Laurie Baldwin offered to
digitalize it so I could have it laser cut. Then Laurie came up
with the suggestion that I should try Klarich Kits in the USA as
he thinks they have a partial kit.
I ordered it and it duly turned up with the original French plan which was far more accurate than the aeromodeller
plan which I had been warned about by both Ted of the UK and Geoff Boughton.
The nature of the construction meant that a fuselage jig and an elliptical dihedral board had to be manufactured as
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can be seen in the photos.
The building process is slow and complicated and I
had to study the plan for a long time before starting to try and work out the pitfalls. This is the
most difficult model I have ever attempted to build
in my 65 years of aeromodelling, but with each step
completed it becomes more satisfying.
The fuselage jig was suggested by Ted Horne of
the UK as a means of lining up the centre section as
this is the part that the wings plug into and must be
accurate. I replaced all of the balsa stringers with
spruce and beefed up the centre section and wing
tongues as this model is going to be winch-launched
which puts more strain on this area than the original hand towing.
The fuselage jig, as photographed, holds all of the
centre formers in line when they are threaded onto
the carbon rods. The top and bottom stringers,
which are each three lengths of 3mm squ. spruce
glued together to form the outline of the fuselage,
are then attached and the remaining formers are
slid along to form the shape of the fuselage. The
side stringers are then attached. While doing all
this you are trying to keep the fuselage straight very difficult!!
Then comes the wings. The elliptical dihedral board
is made as per the photo. The spars are made by
laminating two lengths of 1.5 mm x 12mm wide tapering to 3mm wide at the tip hardwood glued together while pinned to the building board. The L/E
was spliced lengthwise and glued the same way as
the spars. The T/E was shaped and then left to
soak in the bath overnight then taken out the next
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day and pinned to the board to dry.
Most of the difficult part is now done and all that is needed now is assembly. The tail is very conventional and does
not need any explanation.
I will continue this article in the next Thermaleer. By then it should be finished and flown at Canowindra, so here’s
looking forward to some good flights.

Model Draughting Services

Dave Brown, 2 Cary Ave., Wallerawang. NSW. 2845.
Phone: 02 6355 7298 Mobile: 0402 868 568 Fax: By arrangement
Email: daveb@ix.net.au

 Complete laser cutting service from your plans or ours. We can cut balsa, acrylics, plywood, paper and cardboard.
 We specialise in providing partial kits of ribs, formers, ply doublers for all model aircraft.
We need: 1) Your plan.
2) Computer drawings.
Simply send computer drawing file in DXF, DWG or DGN format by email, floppy disk, cdrom or usb stick with a list of parts
you need.

Plans Service:
 I can copy or scale up and down your documents by 400% in one pass.
 I can take your magazine plan, which is no longer commercially available, and print it full size.

For a full list of available Old Timer and other plans, please contact me at the above addresses.
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by Al Lidberg AALmps@aol.com.

There are many reasons to scale a 3 view drawing, magazine plan, or full size model plan up or down.

Scaling to a new wingspan or other dimension

Perhaps you have a different size engine that you'd like to use, or the plan you have is much bigger or smaller than what you usually build. I have scaled a few designs to fit some ready made wheels. Models can also be scaled to fit bubble canopies such as
those available from SIG.
Example: Scaling a model for this purpose is relatively easy - just multiply all dimensions by the scale factor. 20" wingspan model
is to be scaled to 24". Divide 24" by 20" to get the factor: 1.2.
Every dimension on the plan can be multiplied by 1.2 to allow the plan to be redrawn, which is a labour-intensive project and one
that can introduce many errors. Scaling ribs, formers and curved outlines this way can also be less than precise - see notes below
about a better method.

Scaling to a new area

When trying to scale a model up or down to a new area, the problem is that we cannot just multiply the dimensions by the area
increase. For example to go from 400 square inches to 500, we'd like to just multiply by something - in this case 1.25, which is
the change in area.
But, because we are looking at area, we need to look at square root to find the answer. An example may illustrate this better.
Imagine a square box 2" on a side, which will have an area of 4 square inches. Now, think about a box with an area of 5 square
inches. What are the dimensions of the new box? We can find that by taking the square root of 5, which is 2.2360679" on my
pocket calculator. We can check this by multiplying 2.23 etc by itself, to get 4.99999996 square inches - pretty close to 5.
So, while we could have tried 2.5" [or 1.25 times the original 2" side], we can see that this wouldn't work. The method that works
is to take the new area divided by the old, then take the square root of that ratio.

Example: 5 square inches / 4 square inches = 1.25 [this is a ratio, with no units]; square root of 1.25 is 1.1180339. Then multiply
the old side dimension of 2" by 1.1180339 to get 2.2360678", darn close to our first approach.
So, to scale up a design 25% in area, multiply all dimensions by 1.1180339.
The method works for scaling down, also. To go from 5 square inches to 4, we do much the same thing.
Example: 4 square inches / 5 square inches = .8; square root of .8 is .8944271. So, we multiply the original dimensions
by .8944271. 2.2360679" {the old side dimension} X .8944271 = 1.9999997, which is for all practical purposes 2".

A better solution to making a scaled plan

One can scale a design by hand to get the new size, and in the 'olden days', many of us did just that, scaling and drawing plans on
butcher paper, brown wrapping paper, or even drawing right on the workbench top. As noted, the process is error prone as well as
tedious. One needs a bit of drawing skill and a collection of french curves to produce accurate results. Scaling curved parts can
be done by drawing a grid of pencil lines, say 1/4" apart horizontally and vertically over the part. On another piece of paper, draw
a new grid with the lines separated by 1/4" times the scale factor. Then, eyeball style, start making marks on the new grid where
edges cross grid lines or intersections. Connect the dots and you can produce a scaled part.
However, there is a more practical method: go to a blueprint shop with a big engineering Xerox - ask them to scale the original
drawing. What they will want to know is the factor, thus for our first area example, we ask for a print at 1.1180339. Their machine doesn't have that many decimals, but they can probably do 1.118.
In the scale down area example, ask for a print at .8944271; probably .894 is what you'll get.
You'll pay about $1.25 / sq ft of finished print on plain white paper, but this is a real time saver. It is possible to go much bigger,
too - a small 3 view up to a 5' wing, for example, but you get to pay for the paper in the intermediate steps as the big machines
won't do that much in one shot. With a small 3 view or just a few parts, a practical method is to do the initial scaling on the selfservice machines, which often will go up to an 11" X 17" sheet. This will save some money.
Also, this whole process is an optical blow-up, so lines and lettering tend to get wider and blurred a bit. Scaling down makes lines
get narrower. Another thing to be concerned about, is that the math and the optics seem to drift a bit with multiple setups - so
it's worth checking the numbers for the final shot. I have adjusted the factor on final shots just a tiny amount to get just the
wingspan I was after.

Another solution

Your blueprint/copy shop may have a large scanner that will accept the plan to be scaled. The same size/scale considerations
we've discussed apply here - with 2 differences:
(1) As a scanned, then printed/plotted product, the new plan can have lines that are no wider than the originals, making for
clearer images.
(2) Some scanned images may print out with jagged edges on curved parts - ask for a sample first, then discuss scan/print resolution with the operator.
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ANTIQUE GLIDERS : “ To Electrify or Not “
From Gary Ryan.

After following the various articles on Antique
Glider, and seeing the associated photo's, in Duration
Times over the last year, and seeing the opportunities to develop another option for SAM 600 and my
building skills, I got very interested !!. Then Basil
Healy offered for sale his wonderful MF7 glider, I
immediately purchased it ( really, could not build it
for that price, notwithstanding the build time ) as an
opportunity to get into it with a proven model.
As soon as we got it back to a VAARMS Winch day,
and got it launched, I was hooked. !!! But what to
build. I got a plan for the "Thermalist " from Grant
Mainwaring, developed some laser cutting details for
some ribs, had them cut and started construction,
but then became aware of a complete kit for the
"Frog Prince" from Browny ( Dave Brown ), so made
contact, and ordered the 3.0m version.
The kit duly arrived when advised / promised, and as
I was into sorting and machining spar material, made
up the required spars and longerons, which then
made it so easy to bypass the “Thermalist“, and into
the " Frog" particularly as once I had sorted and
made up the fuselage jig. It all went together so
well ( notwithstanding that the blown up drawing
needs re-addressing ).
Similarly, as I already had the build boards etc, the
Stab, Rudder and Wings were a breeze. It was just
an issue of setting up the floating Stab, and developing the Spar, Dihedral joiners etc, without reverting
to Carbon, given that I wanted to be able to have
some confidence in the winch launch, but not upset
the traditionalists too early.
Now for the twist, not only had Grant sown the
seeds with his comments at Wangaratta, that the
"Thermalist" would go well and be simpler to test
"with one of your Electric rigs", but as I developed
the front nose of the "Frog", it became clear that a
composite timber block could be simply carved, providing both a motor mounting and fixed nose. But
then as I finished the fuz, and started to consider
the C of G, and took account of the weights, all of a
sudden I am looking at 80 plus oz's. Then adopting
the C of G on the plans, and setting up the balance, I
am looking at 17 to 18 oz of ballast in the front.

Grant Manwaring with his
Thermalist at Canowindra.

Frog Prince under construction

Again early in the considerations it was obvious that
there was plenty of space up front for
"whatever", at this scale. !!!
So, at some nominal 100 oz likely RTF weight, and as
I already had a couple of Steven Nue electric geared
motors, and as they can be so simply mounted on a
front bulkhead which in turn was so easily glued to
the nose block and blended in, why not !!!, particularly as one of the 1107 motors, at 7.oz, a 4s 1800 battery ( more than adequate power ) at say 10oz and say a 75 amp ESC, weighs in at around 18 +oz. There you go, better than lead, and provides so many
more positive options, but more on that later !!
Now let’s take a small detour !!! At nominally 100 oz, say ( 6.3 lbs. ), and given that we just want gentle flight in keeping with the
period ( not a Duration “ Rocketship” ), around 100 watts per pound has proven more than adequate. Accordingly, 6.3 lbs. x 100
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watts = around 650 watts, should work. !! Hence
the Neu 1107, will clearly work, as driving a 13 x 7 E
Prop, on this 4s 1800 Battery ( nominal 13 + volts )
we know it will readily provide around 1,000 watts, so
at 650 watts, we can prop it back to say 12 x 6, and
pull around 50 Amps, much easier on the battery,
and ESC.
Now another consideration, as we simply wish to develop participation and camaraderie, not competition, and as we have no need for excessive climb, or
long run times, and start from the simple need for
gentle launch capacity, the most important issue to
me is to maintain the nominal launch height from the
winch, and have some re-run flexibility.
I will be set straight, and clearly need assistance to
research and support my claim, but it seems to me a
nominal 130 to 150 m launch height is around the
best winch height we could assume.
Well guess
what, my height limited chip is already set at 200 m
with a 30 sec cut off, and other chips have more
flexible settings, so 100 to 150 m ceiling cut-off
would enable us to set up a similar ceiling. The only
other issue is to see if the nominal 650 watts will
get us to say 150 to 200 m within the 30 sec. My
motorcalc predictions says 150 + Amp Draw,
at 1,580 watts, for a climb rate of some 12m per
sec.

“FROG” on its way for the first flight at the
VARMS field launched by Alan Mayhew.

So for now, I look forward to finishing the model,
testing it, and presenting it for consideration and
discussion, notwithstanding the fun it should provide.
I thought the RTF might be a bit heavy, but given
the wing area of the " Frog " is nominally 1,680 Sq. in. ( 11.66 sq. ft. ). this 100 oz, provides a 8.57 Oz / sq. ft. Wing Loading. Given
the MF7 weighs in at 96. Oz and floats so well at around a 9.8 oz /sq. ft., the Frog Prince should test fine. !!! We will see. !!!!
Regards : Gary Ryan.
Postscript: It flies great, it was first tested at the VAARMS Field in Melbourne, and was then used at Lake George in Canberra.
First two flights were well over thirty minutes, and was going so well in a great thermal at Lake George that I actually had to effect a very direct spiral dive to get out of it. It handled it all so well. !!!
The only thing now is to “ Winch Launch “ it and see
how we go.
“FROG” at Lake George - one of the better thermal glider fields in Australia.
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SAM 600 Australia
Victorian Old Timers Association Inc.
10 Cunningham Drive
Endeavour Hills
Vic 3802

Contest
Calendar
2014

Contests commence at 10 am, unless otherwise stated.
The New MAAA 2013/2014 Rules apply.
The CD for all SAM600 events will be nominated on the day of the event.
General meeting Haddon 9am 16th March / AGM meeting Cohuna 9am 14th September, 2014

2014 All 1/2A, Duration & Texaco events will also be electric
April 17th — 21st

EASTER CANOWINDRA, AUSTRALIAN SAM CHAMPS hosted by SAM1788

May 3rd — 4th

Monarto S.A.
Victoria – South Australian combined State Champs
Saturday
1/2A Texaco, Burford & Texaco
Sunday
Duration & 38 Antique

May 17th — 18th

Cohuna
SATURDAY 1/2A Texaco, Burford /Electric Coota, Duration,
SUNDAY
Texaco, Climb & Glide & 38 Antique.

Cohuna
September 13th — 14th Saturday 1/2A Texaco, Burford / Electric Coota & Duration
Sunday 9am AGM Meeting---10am Texaco, Climb & Glide & 38 Antique

October 4th — 5th

Wangaratta
Eastern States Gas Champs. Run by SAM1788

November 8th — 9th

Cohuna
Saturday
Sunday

November 30th

1/2A Texaco, Burford / Electric Coota & Duration
Texaco, 38 Antique & Climb & Glide

Haddon , Ballarat
Sunday
Duration, Texaco, 38 Antique & Climb & Glide

I forgot to check the oil !

